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About RAYWEST DESIGNBUILD

RAYWEST DESIGNBUILD is 
more than just a commercial 
construction general 
contractor, we are a team of 
experts that specialize in both 
general and upfit construction 
services across many 
different industries. 

With extensive experience 

and education in construc-

tion management, design, 

finance, and real estate, our 

team delivers excellence at 

every corner and prides itself 

in helping customers exceed 

their goals and expectations.  
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Our Design Build Method

 ü Faster Project Completion

 ü Cost Reductions

 ü Higher Quality

 ü Single Source Responsibility

 ü One Point of Contact

 ü Eliminate Re-Design

Compared to alternative 

methods of project delivery, the 

design build method allows for:

RAYWEST DESIGNBUILD employs a 

seamless approach to construction, one 

known as the design build method. Working 

with a design build company like us means 

both the design and construction phases of 

your project are completed under a single 

contract with one point of contact, and one 

source of responsibility. 

From concept to completion, the design 

build method creates an open source of 

communication, inspiring collaboration and 

innovation among our team of architects, 

builders, engineers, and subcontractors.
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Meet the Builders

LEARN MORE

After completing undergraduate 

degrees at North Carolina State 

University, RAYWEST DESIGNBUILD 

owners, Hector Ray and Greg West, 

went on to receive their M.B.As 

alongside each other at Campbell 

University. In 2004, the pair earned 

the title of General Contractors and 

have been leaders in the construc-

tion business ever since. 
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Butler Builder

RAYWEST DESIGNBUILD is proud to be one of only 1,400 contractors 

worldwide chosen to represent Butler Manufacturing. Our Butler buildings 

are custom designed using state-of-the-art engineering software that meet 

every customer's specifications. 

YOUR AUTHORIZED LOCAL BUILDER

LEARN MORE
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Upfit construction is the best way to achieve a 

competitive new look with your existing space or new 

business location. We design an empty shell or renovate 

an existing space to accommodate your unique vision 

and business needs.

Upfit Construction WE SPECIALIZE IN: 

COMMERCIAL  
OFFICE SPACES

RETAIL STORES

RESTAURANTS

MEDICAL FACILITIES

FITNESS CENTERS

EDUCATIONAL  
& RELIGIOUS  

INSTITUTIONS

MILITARY  
FACILITIES

NEW  
CONSTRUCTION  

SPACES

LEARN MORE
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General Construction

RAYWEST DESIGNBUILD offers a 

full range of general construction 

capabilities for clients across 

many different industries. We 

believe no two projects are the 

same, which is why we tailor our 

approach and overall strategy to 

your unique project and needs. 

LEARN MORE
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Testimonials

Greg and the RAYWEST team 

have gone above and beyond to 

exceed my expectations in a recent 

facility project in Fayetteville. 

Starting from an empty shell he 

built out a professional looking 

operation, working with a very 

aggressive timeline that included 

close collaboration with multiple 

specialty vendors we had lined up 

(architects, security, internet/data, 

sterile clean room, etc.) Greg's 

communication was clear, timely, 

and accurate which helped us 

stay on track with budget and the 

completion date. I would highly 

recommend RAYWEST for any 

commercial construction project in 

the area.”

2 of my favorite builders in one. How 

awesome is that!! Nothing but the 

best in customer service on both 

sides individually. Together you'll be 

unstoppable!”

These guys do great work. Both 

Greg and Hector are also actively 

involved in the community.”
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